Introducing the Aquabot Extreme Series ™

CLEAN CONQUERED

EXTREME SERIES™

AQUABOT TAKES THE WORK
OUT OF POOL MAINTENANCE
Owning a pool can be stressful. For many, pool maintenance has taken the
joy out of something that should be fun and relaxing. But it doesn’t have to.
Aquabot revolutionized at-home pool cleaning by inventing the very first
robotic pool cleaner over 30 years ago. With the Extreme Series, we are
delivering our most powerful and affordable robotic pool cleaner yet.
Aquabot pool cleaning robots save you up to 30% on your total chemical
usage, while being 93% more efficient than a standard main pool filter
system. Our industry leading pumps and filtration systems circulate more
water and catch more debris than any other cleaner in the market, so
your pool stays naturally cleaner with a lot fewer chemicals.

A HEALTHIER CLEAN
Industry leading pumps that mix up to 85 GPM and top-of-the-line filtration down to 2
microns means that your pool stays cleaner, clearer and requires fewer chemicals. We
believe that water starts pure and should remain as close to nature as possible so that
you and your family are safe, happy and healthy.

ADVANCED FILTRATION
The industry’s best filtration system takes care of more dirt
and debris than any other. Aquabot’s powerful micro brushes
pull up dirt and debris while our high-quality filter baskets
take care of the rest. The two large, top-loading filter baskets
are sturdy and easy to remove and clean out. And our ultrafine mesh filters don’t just catch leaves and dirt and all the
debris you can see, but fine particles and contaminants you
can’t see down to 2 microns in size. The superior water
filtration of the Aquabot Extreme Series means you can use
fewer pool chemicals for an overall healthier clean. So your
pool doesn’t just look cleaner, it’s the cleanest it can be.

Endurance

3 YEAR WARRANTY
The Aquabot Extreme Series is the best
value you can get in a pool cleaner. And
that includes a 3 Year Warranty for hasslefree cleaning for years to come.

Simplicity

PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLY
The simply interface on the included
programmable power supply enables
users to quickly and easily control the
Aquabot robot.

Available Convenience

“JUST PLUG IT IN,
DROP IT IN THE POOL
& WATCH IT GO.”

PERFORMANCE CLEANING
All you need to do is drop Aquabot Extreme Series into your pool
and your work is done. AutoX Pool Mapping technology determines the approximate dimensions and optimum cleaning cycle
for your pool and true 4WD wheels provide superior grip as
it travels along the walls. A powerful rotating micro-brush
scrubs the surfaces from floor to waterline and everywhere
in between. Aquabot runs on an ultra-efficient DC motor
and uses only 180W as it cleans your pool, for significant
energy savings. The innovative design of the Aquabot
Extreme Series cleans your pool so thoroughly and
efficiently, each cleaning costs less than a nickel.

POOL ROBOT CADDY
The optional caddy makes transporting the
X4 to and from your pool easier than ever.
The convenient design allows for easy
transportation of the robot, the power
supply and the floating power cord.

Pool Type:			

Above Ground & Inground

Pool Size:			

up to 60 ft.

Shape: 			All
Surface Type:		

All Pools (Wheel kit available for tile 		
and fiberglass)

Method of Propulsion:		

4 Wheel Drive Train

Wall Climbing:

X4 EXTREME SERIES™

Filter Loading:		

Easy Top Access, Clear View

Filter Type:			

2 Filter Baskets with Nylon Mesh

Cable Length:		

60 ft

Timer - Auto Shutdown:

No other robotic pool cleaner comes
close to matching the Extreme Series™
combination of performance and
reliability at a price you deserve.

Warranty:			3 Years
Coverage:			

450 sq. ft. / per hr

Gallons Per Minute:		

70.4

Cost of Operation:

$0.05 (per cleaning)

Cleaning Time:		

3 Hours

Filter Capacity:		

190 (2x95) Cubic Inches

Voltage Power Supply:

24 VDC

Watts:				180W
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